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Abstract 
Harju, T., H.C.M. Kleijn, M. Latteux and A. Terlutte, Representation of rational functions with 
prefix and suffix codings, Theoretical Computer Science 134 (1994) 403-413. 
We proceed with the characterization of rational functions by means of restricted class of mor- 
phisms. Left subsequential transductions can be factored in an endmarking followed by an uniform 
morphism, the inverse of a prefix morphism and an alphabetic morphism. Rational functions require 
the inverse of a prefix morphism followed by the inverse of a suffix morphism. 
RCsumP 
Nous poursuivons l’ttude des fonctions rationnelles et leurs caracterisations en termes de composi- 
tions de morphismes. Nous montrons que les transductions sous-sequentielles peuvent se factoriser 
en un marquage de fin de mot suivi dun morphisme uniforme, d’un morphisme prefixe inverse et 
d’un morphisme alphabetique. Les fonctions rationnelles necessitent l’emploi dun morphisme 
prefixe inverse suivi dun morphisme suffixe inverse. 
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1. Introduction 
It was proved in [9,12,16] that a multivalued mapping r is a rational transduction 
if and only if it can be factored in the form z =pg, where p is an endmarking and 
(T=cI;lc(&l ~1~ is a composition of morphisms and inverses of morphisms. In [7], 
a similar result was shown to hold for the rational functions. A mapping r is a rational 
function if and only if it can be factored in the form r = pa, where r~ is a composition of 
morphisms and inverses of injective morphisms and p is an endmarking. 
Further, in [S] the deterministic rational functions were specified in terms of 
compositions. It was proved there that a (partial) mapping z is a deterministic rational 
function if and only if it has a factorization of the form t=cc,p~a; ‘pa3, where cli, 
i= 1,2,3, are morphisms with c(~ a prefix coding, p is an endmarking and p is 
a removal of endmarkers. Also, in [S], the subsequential rational functions were 
shown to consist of the compositions r = p,,,ar~(; icky, where p,,, is a endmarker, and of 
the three morphisms, a2 is again a prefix coding. 
In this paper we improve the results of [8] for a natural subclass of subsequential 
rational functions by showing (Theorem 3.6) that the positive and faithful sub- 
sequential functions require only restricted morphisms in the composition. Our main 
result (Theorem 4.6) states that if z is a positive and faithful function, then 
r =pa,c(p ‘as-la,,, 
where the morphisms are uniform, prefix, suffix and strictly alphabetic in the order of 
the composition. As a corollary of this result we obtain a new characterization for the 
rational functions as well: if r is a rational function, then 
Z=~a”c(plt(,l!X,, 
where the last morphism is alphabetic. 
2. Preliminaries 
A transducer T is a 6-tuple (Q, C, A, 6, S, F) where Q is a finite set of states, C the 
input alphabet, A the output alphabet, 6 the finite set of transitions included in 
Q x C* x A* x Q, SGQ the set of starting states and FEQ the set of final states. 
Let the morphisms IT from 6* into C* and W, from S* into A* be defined by 
(4, X, y, p) IT = x and (4, X, y, p) W,= y. A sequence g of transitions (qi, xi, Yi, qi+ I), 
i=l,2 , . . . , k, is said to be a computation of T from q1 to qk + 1 and g produces an output 
sW,=Y,Yz . . . y, from the input glT=x,x2 . . . xk. For states q,pEQ, we denote by 
C,(q,p) the set of all computations of T from q to p. By convention, the empty 
computation belongs to C,(q, q) for all states q. The set of all computations of T forms 
a regular set CT of 6*. Further, a computation is called accepting if ggC,(q, p) for some 
qES and some ~EF. The set of all accepting computations of T forms a regular set A, 
of P. 
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Let T be a transducer defined as above. We say that T realizes the rational 
transduction T EC* x A* defined by T = {(gl,, g IV,) I gEA,} (see [4,13]). 
By xr, we denote the set (y 1 (x, Y)ET}. The domain of a rational transduction z is the 
rational set domr= (xEC* I xr #8}. 
The transduction T is said to realize a rational function 5 if t is a partial function 
from Z* into A*, that is, if card(xz)< 1, for all XEC*. 
A transducer T is said to be a ref a-gsm if S contains only one element qT, 6 is 
included in Q x C x A* x Q and, for all qEQ and XEC, there exists at most one 
transition (q, x, y, p)d. A left a-gsm realizes a rational function. 
Let gEC,(q, p) be a computation of a left a-gsm T. We write q. gIT=p. 
A rational transduction z is said to be left subsequential, if there exists a left a-gsm 
T1 realizing r1 and a partial function p from F into A* such that, for all XEC*, xz =xri 
(qT. x)p. A left subsequential transducer T is a 6-tuple (Q, C, A, 6, qT, p) where 
(Q, C, A, 6, qT, dam,) is a left a-gsm and p a partial function from Q into A*. 
The right subsequential transductions are defined as reversed left subsequential 
transductions. A rational transduction r, from C* into A* is said to be right sub- 
sequential, if there exists a left subsequential transduction rf such that xz, = (xrrl)r for 
all XEC* where xT=xn . . . x2x1 is the reversal of the word x=x1x2 . . . x,. 
A transduction r from C* into A* is faithful if, for all YEA*, yz-’ is finite. 
A transduction r from C* into A* is positive if C*r s A+. 
It is well known that the set of (faithful) left subsequential transductions is closed 
under composition [2]. The property of being positive is obviously preserved by 
composition. 
A morphism c( : C* + A* is called 
l nonerasing, if Ca c A +, 
l alphabetic (strictly alphabetic), if Ccc c AU(E) (Ccc E A, resp.), 
l prefix coding (sufJix coding), if for all a, bEC with a # b, aa is not a prefix (suffix, resp.) 
of bcr. 
Moreover, if ZnA = 8, then a morphism ~1: C*+(CuA)* is 
l uniform (left uniform), if there exists a word UE A* with acr = au (act = ua, resp.) for all 
aEC. 
Let H (resp. H,,H,,, H,,, H,, Hi, H,, H,) be the family of morphisms (resp. 
alphabetic morphisms, strictly alphabetic morphisms, nonerasing morphisms, 
uniform morphisms, injective morphisms, prefix codings, suffix codings). For the 
above sets of morphisms we let H; 1 denote the set of inverses ~1~ 1 of the morphisms 
from H,. 
A right (resp. left) marker ,um is a mapping that sets a special symbol m at the end 
(resp. beginning) of each word, that is, p,,, from C* into (Zu{m})* is defined by 
x,u,,, = xm (resp. xp,,, = mx), for all xeZ*. We denote by M, (resp. M,) the family of right 
(resp. left) markers. A right removal vQ is a mapping that removes a marker from the 
end of the words, that is, vg from (CuO)* into C*, where CnO=@ is defined by 
xv@ =y, if x = ym with YEC* and me@, otherwise xv@ is undefined. The class of right 
removals is denoted by R,. 
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Clearly compositions of markers, morphisms and inverse morphisms are rational 
transductions. Also the converse holds, see [9,15]. 
For rational transductions the following was proved in [lo, 12,161. 
Theorem 2.1. The set of rational transductions is equal to 
M,H-‘HH-‘H=(M,uHuH-‘)*=M,HH-‘HH-’. 
The next results were proved for rational functions in [7,S]. 
Theorem 2.2. The set of rational functions is equal to M,HiH; ‘H =(M,uHuH; ‘)*. 
The set of left subsequential functions is equal to M,HH, ‘H =(M,uHuH, ‘)*. 
3. Subsequential functions 
As stated in Theorem 2.2 the subsequential functions coincide with M,HH;‘H, i.e., 
with compositions of markers, morphisms and inverses of prefix codings. We shall 
prove first in Lemma 3.1 that in case the functions are faithful and positive, then the 
morphisms can be assumed to be nonerasing. After this we strengthen this result by 
showing that only markers, uniform morphisms, inverses of prefix codings and strictly 
alphabetic morphisms are required in the compositions. On the basis of this we obtain 
later (Theorem 3.6) a stronger representation of the left subsequential functions. 
Lemma 3.1. Each positive faithful left subsequential function belongs to M, H,H, ‘H,,. 
Proof. Let T1 =(Q1, C1, Al, dl, qTI, pl) be a left subsequential transducer realizing z. 
We first build a subsequential transducer T, = (Qz, Cl, AI, d2, qT2, pz) such that, for 
all qEQ2, qp2 #8 implies qp2 fs. 
For this, let us define 
Qz=Ql x({~luAl) 
9T2 =(9Tp 4 
((4,~)~ a, E, Cd, 4W2 when (4, a, E, q’W1 
((a b), a, E, (q’, bW2 when (4, a, c, dWl 
((4,4, a, Y, (4’, 4-32 when (4, a, YC, q’bb 
((q,b),a,by,(q’,c))ES, when (q,a,~c,dkb 
(q,b)p2=bwl 
(434P2=4Pl 
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The transducer T2 realizes the same transduction as T1 but holds up the output of 
one letter. 
If a computation g of T, ends in a state (4, E), its output g W,, is equal to E. Since 
C*ZG A+, an accepting computation of T2 ends in a state (4, b) with either b#s or 
4Pl ZE. 
Let m be a new symbol which will end the input words. 
We define a left a-gsm T3=(Q2,C1u{m}, A1,63,qT2, {qT2)) by setting 
63=62u{(q,m,qp2,q~,)I4~2f0}. 
The transduction z3 realized by T3 acts on marked words: z=~,,J~ where pL, is 
a right marker. 
Let QZ=(qo,ql,..., q,,} where q,, = qT, and let d be a new symbol. We define a new 
alphabet r by using the computations of T3. 
r= ((qio2 al ... ar~_Yr~~i,)I1 6rGn, 
(qio9al~Yltqi,)9 . . ..(qi._l,a,,Y,,qi,)ECT,(qi,,qi,) 
such that yj=E,vj<r and y,#s}. 
In order to get r3 = CI~GI; IQ, let us define Cli, i= 1,2,3, as follows: 
utci =udn for all u~C,u{m}, 
((Ii09 ul “’ u,,Y,, qi,)Crz =diould”u,d” .‘. d”u,d”-‘p for all (qi,,~, ... u,, y,,qi,)~r, 
(qio2 ul . ..4.Yr,qi,)~3=Yr+E for all (qio,ul . ..GY.,qi,)Er. 
The transduction t being faithful, no computation g of T3 longer than n has an 
output g W,, equal to E. And the last transition (q, m,qp,, qT2) is nonerasing. This 
implies that any accepting computation can be factorized in nonerasing sequences of 
length at most n ending with a nonerasing transition. 
Each word d’ouIdnu2d . . . d”u,d”-‘r belonging to Ta2 corresponds to a sequence of 
deterministic transitions from qi, to qi; The sequence will end with the first noneras- 
ing transition. A word d’Ould”uz . .. d”u,d”-ir belonging to rcrZ cannot be a prefix of 
a word diouId”u 2 . . . d”usdn-i~ in Ta,; the transition (qi,_ 1, a,, y,, qi,) would be nonerasing 
in the first case and erasing in the second. Thus the morphism ~1~ maps the new 
alphabet r into a prefix code. 
By the above considerations we have then that t=~L,~1~;1~3~M,H,H~1H,,. 0 
Right markers, uniform morphisms, nonerasing morphisms and inverses of prefix 
codings are faithful left subsequential functions. Preceded by a right marker, composi- 
tions of uniform morphisms, nonerasing morphisms and inverses of prefix codings are 
positive. Combining these observations with Lemma 3.1 leads to the following 
decomposition result. 
Proposition 3.2. The set of positive faithful left subsequential functions is equal to 
M, HUH, ‘H,, = M,(H,, u H; ‘)* . 
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In the proof Lemma 3.1, if the transduction z is not positive, we define T3 directly 
from T1 so that the transduction z3 does not delete the marker m: 
T3 =(Q1, Cl u {ml, Al, &, e,, (G-,I) where 
S3=61u((4,m,qp,.m,q~,)Iqp1Z~). 
In this way we obtain the following result: 
Proposition 3.3. The set of faithful left subsequential functions is equal to 
M,H,H, ‘H,,R, = M,(H,, v H; ‘)*R,. 
We now demonstrate two lemmas to improve these results. 
Lemma 3.4. H,, c HUH, ‘H,, and H,, c HI&~- ‘H,,. 
Proof. Let 6 be a nonerasing morphism from C* into A* where C= {ai 1 1 Gidm}. 
We define a new alphabet r which will distinguish all letters in the words ai for 
a;EC. Set ni=Iai61 and r={(i,j)I l<i<m, l<j<ni). Set ui=(i,l)...(i,ni). 
Let Q, for k = 1,2,3, be defined as follows: 
l a1 from C* into (Cur)* such that aimi =aiul ... u, for all aiEC. 
l ~1~ from r* into (Cur)* such that 
(i, l)crz=aiui ... U, if ni= 1 
(i,l)UZ=aiul ...Ui_l(i,l) if ni>l 
(i,j)a,=(i,j) for 1 <j<ni 
(i,ni)clz=(i,ni)ui+I “‘Urn if Iii> 1 
l clj from r* into A* such that (i,j)a, =(ai6)j where (ai6)j is the jth letter in the word 
UiS. 
Let US remark that alal= aiul ... U,=U~Q and U~CY~ = ai6. Since the words in l-a2 
differ in their first letter, the set raz is a prefix code. 
Then ~=cz~~~;~Ix~ and 6 belongs to HUH; ‘Hsa. 
Symmetrically, this result holds with suffix coding : H,, c H,,H, ‘Hsa. 0 
In [ll], it has been shown that H,‘H,c HUH,‘. However, if H,’ is replaced by 
Hp ‘, we obtain a similar result. 
Lemma 3.5. Hp ‘H, c H, HP ‘. 
Proof. Let q be a morphism from A* into C* such that Aq is a prefix code and y,, be 
a uniform morphism from A* into (ALIT)* with by,= bu for all bEA. 
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Let us define the uniform morphism yu from C* into (Zur)* by, for all aEC, ay, = ati 
where ii is a copy of u on the alphabet r disjoint of Z. 
Since A? is a prefix code, Av]y, is also a prefix code. Then Avy,U-’ is a prefix code 
included in C(UC)*. The alphabets r and Z being disjoint, the union A~yuC-‘ur is 
a prefix code. 
Let us define the prefix coding ,I from (AuT)* into (ZuT)* by, 
61=bqy,ti-’ (V&A), 
cl=? (VET). 
Then ~-lyU=y,~-l. 0 
Applying Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. 
l The set of positive faithful left subsequential functions is equal to M,H,H; ‘Hsa. 
l The set offaithful left subsequential functions is then equal to M,H,H[ ‘H,,R,. 
l The set of left subsequential functions is equal to M,H,H; ‘H,. 
Proof. Proposition 3.2. states that the set of positive faithful left subsequential 
functions is equal to M,H,H; ‘Hne. 
M, HUH; ‘Hne c M,H,H; ‘H, Hp ‘Hsa Lemma 3.4 
c M,H,H,H, ‘HP ‘Hsa Lemma 3.5 
E M,H,H, ‘H,, 
Then the set of positive faithful left subsequential functions is equal to 
M,H,H, ‘H,,. 
Similarly, using Proposition 3.3, the set of faithful left subsequential functions is 
equal to M,H,H; ‘H,,R,. 
Since every left subsequential function is the composition of a faithful left sub- 
sequential function followed by an alphabetic morphism [2], the set of left sub- 
sequential functions is equal to M,H,H[ ‘H,. 0 
By symmetry, we may state the same propositions concerning right subsequential 
functions. 
Theorem 3.7. 
l The set of positive faithful right subsequential functions is equal to M,H,,H; ‘Hsa 
where H,, is the family of left uniform morphisms. 
l The set offaithful right subsequential functions is equal to MIHI,H; ‘H,,R,. 
l The set of right subseqsential functions is equal to M,H,,H; ‘H,. 
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4. Rational functions 
By Theorem 2.2, the set of rational functions coincides with M,HiH; ‘H.We shall 
proceed with our study to state more precisely the set of morphisms involved in the 
compositions. Indeed, we shall prove that the set of rational functions coincides with 
M,H,H, ‘H; ‘H,. 
Here one should notice that HP ‘H;’ #H; ‘. In fact, there exists injective mor- 
phisms which are not compositions of prefix codings and suffix codings [3], e.g., the 
coding z from {x, y, z, t}* into {a, b}*, defined by x~=a, yt=ah, ZT= b2a and 
TV = b3ab4, does not belong to (H,uH,)*. 
The set of positive faithful left subsequential functions being closed under composi- 
tion, we easily see that M,H,H; ‘H,, = (M,H,H; ‘H,,)* = M,(H,H[ ‘H,,)* and, by 
Proposition 3.2, it is also equal to M,(H,,uH~~)*. 
We shall first demonstrate that these equalities hold also without the right markers, 
i.e. (H,,uH; ‘)* = HUH; ‘H,,. 
Lemma 4.1. H,,H, c HUH,,. 
Proof. Let CI be a strictly alphabetic morphism from C* into A* and yU be a uniform 
morphism from A* into (AuT)* with by,= bu for all bEA. 
Let us define the uniform morphism yu from E* into (Cur)* by, for all aEC, ay, = aii 
where U is a copy of u on the alphabet r disjoint of C. 
Let us define the strictly alphabetic morphism p from (Cur)* into (AuT)* by, for 
all aEC, a/l = aa and, for all CET, C/? = c. 
Then cry,=y,p. 0 
Lemma 4.2. H,,H; ’ c HP ‘Hsa and H,,H; ’ c HC ‘Hsa. 
Proof. Let cx be a strictly alphabetic morphism from C* into A* and q be a morphism 
from r* into A* such that TV is a prefix code. 
Tqa- ’ is also a prefix code. If there exists x, y~rqcr- ’ such that x is a left factor of y, 
then XCI would be a left factor of ya but xa,yc(~rq. 
Let us define the alphabet R = {c,,, 1 w~Tqa_ ‘}. 
Let us define the prefix coding ,4 from Q* into C* by, for all c,~sZ, c,l= w such that 
wEc?/cc- 1. 
Let us define the strictly alphabetic morphism /I from Q* into r* by, for all c,EQ, 
c,/.?=c such that c,,,~Ec?IcI~~. 
Then c(yl -’ =A- ‘D. Thus H,,H,’ c H; ‘H,,. 
A similar reasoning leads to H,,H[ ’ c Hsm ‘Hsa. 0 
Theorem 4.3. (H,, u Hp ‘)* = (HUH; ’ Hsa)* = HUH; ‘H,, . 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we have that H,, c HUH; ‘H,,. Also, 
H,H;‘H,H,H;‘H,E H,H;‘H,H,H;‘H, Lemma 4.1 
E H,H; ‘H, Hp ’ H,,H,, Lemma 4.2 
c H,H,H;‘H; ‘H,,H,, Lemma 3.5 
cH,H,‘H,,. 0 
We refer to [l, 4,5,14] for the definitions of left (right) sequential functions and for 
the following decomposition result, which links rational functions and sequential 
functions together. 
Theorem 4.4. Let z be a rational function from C* into A* such that ET = E. There exist 
a right (left) length preserving sequential function o1 from Z* into r* and a left (right) 
sequential function o2 from P into A* such that z=0102. 
The fact that the first sequential function (rl can be assumed to be length preserving 
follows from the proof of the decomposition theorem as given, e.g., in [l]. 
We shall now prove this decomposition result for positive and faithful rational 
functions z. Notice that such a r does not satisfy the property EZ = E. 
Theorem 4.5. Let z be a positive faithful rational function from C* into A*. There exist 
a positive faithful right (left) subsequential function o1 from C* into P and a positive 
faithful lef (right) subsequential function o2 from r* into A* such that T = crIo2. 
Proof. Consider a positive faithful rational function r. 
Let a, be a new letter, and let us define a positive and faithful left (and right) 
subsequential function co by 
.wo=aE and VD~=V (VUEC’). 
It is immediate that z = oOtl, where &rl = E, a,zl = ET and vzi = vz for all nonempty 
EC+. 
By Theorem 4.4, there are right sequential function g1 and a left sequential function 
c2 such that z1 =c1g2, where cl is length preserving and hence faithful. However, 
sal = E and thus a1 is not positive. 
The function r1 is faithful and a1 is length preserving imply together that the second 
sequential function a2 is also faithful. Again, it need not be positive. 
We overcome the problem of positiveness by defining, for i = 1,2, ai by 
sa:=@ and ua:=uai (VV#.S). 
Now, let T; =a;al,. We have then that r=a,a;a\, since 
eaoa~a~=aEa~a~=a,a1a~=a,aIa2=a,z1=~t 
and, clearly, vaoa’ia;=vr for all VEC+. 
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The claim follows now since z = (oOo;)o; is a required composition of z into positive 
and faithful right and left subsequential functions. 0 
Theorem 4.6. The set of positive faithful rational functions is equal to 
M,H,H, ‘H; 'Hsa 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, Z=O~U~ where g1 is a positive faithful left subsequential 
function and ~7~ a positive faithful right subsequential function. 
The left subsequential function g2 thus belongs to MIH,,HSw ‘H,,. A left marker 
followed by a left uniform morphism is a positive faithful left subsequential function. 
Thus, M,H,H;‘H,M,H,U is included into M,H,H;‘H,,. 
T c M,H,H, ‘H,,H, ‘Hsa 
c M,H,H; ‘H, lH,,H,, Lemma 4.3 
c M,H,H, ‘H; ‘H,, 
Markers, morphisms and inverse of codings are faithful rational functions which are 
closed under composition. The marker makes the composition positive. 0 
By symmetry, we may state that the set of positive faithful rational functions is 
equal to MIHI,H; ’ Hp ‘H,,. 
A faithful function is the composition of a positive faithful function followed by 
a removal. Then, the set of faithful rational functions is equal to 
M,H,H,‘H, ‘H,,R,= M,H,,H; ‘HP ‘H,,R,. 
Since a rational function is a faithful rational function followed by an alphabetic 
morphism and since prefix codings or suffix codings are injective morphisms, we have 
the following characterization for rational functions. 
Corollary 4.1. The set of rational functions is equal to 
M,H,H, ‘H, ‘H, = M,H,,H; ‘HP ‘H, = M,H,H; 'H, . 
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